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cssentially mercantilist in that the
emplolmrent benchts of the subsidy were

Abstract

dependent upon the output effects resulting
from increased intemational competitiveness.

Wage subsidies are an increasingly popular

policy ihstrumenL This survey provides a
critical assessment of wage subsi<lies in the
context of contemporflry labour markel

This argument, that lowering the relative
price of labour-intensive traded goods in
developed economies could promote their
international competitiveness, confl icted with
the policy proposals emerging from new

problems in lhe EU. A selective review of the
experience of wage subsidies in the OECD is
provided and lhe development of theory since
Kaldor is critically assessed. The poper
expounds lhe merits of Snower's BeneJil

trade and endogenous growth theory. In thcse
models, fast rates of technical progress and

Transfer Programme, a marginal
jobarcating subsidy targeted on the
long-term unamployed. It sufigests

human capital accumulation were crucial to
the retention of intemational competitiveness
in developed economies. Thc lack of clear
analltical iustification together lvith thc
disappointing effects of subsidies in practice
led io a tendency to view wage subsidies as
anachronistic left-over from labour theory of
value and pr€-nahrral rate of unemplol'rncnt
times. Recently, Snower (1994a, 1994c) and
Phelps (1994) have resurrected the wagc

modifcations to his proposal to distinguish

between the tradable and non-tradable
seclr.trs and to respond to the growth of
part-time employment and tr.t the threat of
increati ng wage ihequality.
1. Introduction
Periodically, arguments are advanced for the

subsidy argument and given it a 1990s
flavour, Phclps argues for a non-marginal,

introduction of wage subsidies, each
generation of economists giving a particular
twist to these arguments. Kaldor's original
(1936) argument for a general wage subsidy

low-wage emplolment subsidy, reflecting his
concern about growing wage inequality and

the distortions to labour supply caused by
haditional benefrt systems. In contrast,

was a second-best one, based on the need to
offset various subsidies paid lo encourage
fixed inveshnent and
taxes on
emplolment. The rapid rise of European

Snower's Benefit Transfer Programme (BTP)
converts benefits into subsidies, offering the
prospects of shon-run budgetary sarings, a

the

sort of Laffer Curve for labour market
intervenlionists. This prospect is proving to

unemplolment in the late 1970s and early
1980s led to another burst of interest in

be particularly tempting for those

employment subsidies as a politically
acceptable altefirative to discredited
Keynesian-style reflationary policies. The
arguments developed at this time were often

EU
net
the
governments with half an eye on
government borrowing convergence criteria
for EMU.
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In this

paper we critically assess the

arguments for emplolment subsidies, placing
the Snower and Phelps proposals in historical

Eurosclerosis stereotype, Burda and Wyplosz

(1994) havc confrmed that

EU

labour

markets are active with large flows into and
out of unemplol'rnent, However, both inflows

we present a brief
summary of recent EU labour market
experience, stressing the problem of
long-term unemploynent. We also identify
the over-reliance of the EU economy on the
manufacture of low-tech, labour-intensive
goods and the tendency, in developed
economies without minimum wages, for

duration dependence: the longer people are
unemployed the lower their chances of

wage inequality to increase largely through a

leaving unemploynent, Whether

decline in the relative eamings of unskilled
workers. We then discuss the relative merits
of alternative active labour market policies,

represents genuine duration dependence or is

tle

concentrating

(

perspective. Initially

upon wage

and outflows are an order of magnitude
greater in the US than in Europe. The
resulting differences in the distribution of
unemploynent spells are particularly
important given the existence of negative

this

result of heterogeneity amongst those
entering unemployment remains unresolved

subsidies.

Pedersen and Westergird-Nielsen, 1993),

Economists' attempts to provide a supportive

CEPR (1995) and Adnett (1996) provide

analytical framework are then critically
assessed. This discussion is followed by a
review of intemational er'perience of wage

more detailed analyses of the characteristics
of European unemploynent.
A common interpretation of the above is
that the EU suffers from a hiring problem; a
view which also stresses the EU's relatively

subsidies, again concentrating upon the EU.
Our final section summarises the merits of
Snower's proposal and suggest modifications
to improve the targeting on both emplolment
and wage inequality in the EU.

slow growth of ernployment. This in turn
in the EU's

has been linked to the decline

competitiveness (European Commission,
1994a). Analysis of shares of world trade

indicate ahal when perfonrance

2. Labout market prohlems in the EU
\Vhilst the rise of unemplolment in tlie EU
in the 1970s caused much interest, it is the
persistenc€

illustrated

of high unemplo5nnent raies,
in figure l, which currently

is

growing faster tlan overall global
economic activity. These shong-demand

arouses the most concern. Apart from its size
the most striking characteristic of European
unemplolment is the relative irnportance of
the long-aerm unemployed. Only in Austria,
Norwav and Sweden do those unemployed
for over a year constitute less than a third of
the total unemployed, whereas in Belgium,
Greece, Ireland. Italy, the Nethedands and
Spain they constitute over a half. The rise of
unemployment in the Europe was largely the

consequence

of a

is

disaggregated the EU performs particularly
poorly in sectors where international demand

sectors (chemicals, pharmaceuticals, office
and data-processing producls, precision and
optical instruments and electrical goods) tend
to have a high technological and labour-skill

content.

In

contrast, where demand is

growing more slowly than economic activity
in the world economy, the EU retains a much
larger share of world trade than the USA or
Japan. These weak-demand sectors (ferrous

and

non-ferrous metals, non-metallic
minerals, metal products, textiles, clothing,

lengthening of

leather and foohvear) tend to have a
low-technological content and be either

unemplolment spells rather than an increased

inIlow into unemploynent- Contrary to the
-2-
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resource or labour-intensive.

job

The identification of one further trend is
important for our later arguments: increasing

indicate, currendy most EU countries spend
at least twice as much on passive measures as
on active ones, with only Sweden spending
more on active labour market policies.
Indeed between 1985 and 1992 spending on
active policies as a share of GDP actually f€ll

labour market inequality. The lengthening of
unemployment spells in Europe has
contributed to this trend as has the rise in
non-pariicipation amongst older male
workers- In some European countries,
especialiy the UK. a rapid increase in wage
inequality has been a further contributory
factor. In recent years retums to education
have increased in Europe and the less
educated and less skilled workers face a
greater incidence of unemployrnent, longer

spell-length and,
relative earnings-

in

As thc figures in Table

1

in lreland, Luxembourg

and the UK. The
Snower's (1994a, 1994c)
argument for a benefit-transfer program is

strength

of

that it converts unemplolment benefrts inio
emplolment subsidies. Sucli a policy targets
unemployment reduction withoul adding to
the burden of servicing national debts; indeed
such policies can be designed !o reduce
net-expenditure if that is deemed desirable.

some countries, lower

Faced with these problems, both the
European Commission's White Paper on
Grovth, Competitiveness and Emplolment

The European Commission (1993) estimated

in 1993 the total costs of unemplol'ment in
the EU to be 210,000 million ECU,
surprisingly a frgure which is broadly

(1994b) aad tle OECD'S Jobs Shrdy (1994b)
have encouraged govemments to concs trate
upon job creation rather than ulemplolment
reduction. Both studies champion the virtues
of flexible labour markets and the need for

compatible with Layard and Philpott's (1991)
calculation that each unemployed worker in
the UK cost the exchequerjust over f,8,000
a year. These calculations suggest that even
quite large emplo;'ment subsidies could be

policies of deregulation of labour markets in
the EU to emulate US practices. We remain
unconvinced by these arguments, especially
when such reforms are contemplated in a
period of depressed economic activity. In
Britain, the Thatcher government's reforms

self-financing

.

3. Active labour

market policies: the

abemdtives

A simplistic interpretation of lhe

deterioration in the
UK's employnent and unemploynent
performance @lanch{lower and Freeman,
1994). Whilst Freeman (1995) has shown the
have not prevented

creation.

a

previous

section would be that Europe needs to find a

more effrcient way of subsidising unskilled
workers- Supporting these workers through

unemplolment benefits is ineffrcient arrd
becoming increasingly expensive. Grubb
(1994) classifies active labour market
programmes (ALMP$ into three broad
categories: public employment services.
training and job creation schemes, including
employment subsidies. In this section we
outline the arguments in favour of each of
these programmes and consider their
appropriateness to the current EU
emplo;,rnent problem. A general argument

limitations of US-style flexibility in
providing a solution to the employ'ment
probloms of the less skilled workers.
Accordingly, we concentrate upon altemative

policy proposals.

The OECD Jobs Study (1994b) also
argued for a redirection of public
expenditures on labour market policies from

like unemployment benefits
iowards active measures such as trainine and
passive areas

-4-
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favouring ALMPs is that whilst passive
expenditure on unemplol'rncnt bcnchts and
the like subsidises idleness and mav actuallv
increase unemploynent, expenditure on
ALMPs is designed to reduce both.
Policies tc increase the efficiency ofpublic
emplolment services are airned at reducing
the average duration of vacancies, the
presumption being that current duration is
sub-optimal and can be reduccd u ithout
significant reductions in the qualiq' of the
matches. Apart from Norway and Spain,
governments at the current time are unwilling
to countenance that thc provision of job
information to searchers may be a natural

in most cconomies
are not required to notify

the objective

I, Pafi
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of our next tu.o groups of

policies.
As shown in Table l. training programmes
account for a signifrcantly greater share of
public expenditure than cmplolment serv'ices
in most EU countries. The rationale for such
policies rests upon training market failures.
In the last ferv years such failures have been
more readily acknowledged as economists

recognise the weaknesses of a rigid
distinction betu'een gencral and specific
training. Where firms have rnarket-power
they may be able to obtain some of the
retums to even transferable skills trainhg,
though fear of poaching may constrain their

monopoly. Thus

supply of training. Capital

employers

imperfections and information aslmmetry

market

vacancies to public emplo"ment services nor
are private emplolment agencies prohibited.

problerns may conslrain thc demand for such
training, whilst rvage rigidities may preyent

Given this position it is difficult to sec how
the public emplolment service can make a
signficant additional impact on labour

the uncrnploled from

market behaviour, though Bclgium, the
Ncthcrlands and Cermanl clajm some
success from policies spccially designed to
place the long-term unemployed (LTU) in
temporary employment (Europ ean
Commission, 1995). In Belgium, France,
Sweden and the UK focused employment
counselling for the LTU has been introduced
pad of the reforms ofbenefrt systems. The
OECD (1995) points out that curently only
about 25 per cent of public employment staff
are cngaged in job counselling assisiance and
that to provide just an hour of counselling
as

per month

to

purchasing their
trahing by way of lower wage raies. The
co-existence of persistent skill-shortages and
mass unemployrnent has been taken as
indicating the strength of training-market

imperfections. Training unskilled

unemployed workers may reduce their
probabiliqv of both continuing in and
re-entering unemployment. At the same time
it nay eliminate skill bottlenecks and
thcrcforc havc positive sccondary cffccts on
emplolment, whilst helping to offset
widening rvage differentials. After an
evaluation of training programmes, the
OECD (1993) concluded that the most
closely targcted programmes tended to be the

each unemployed person
requires one qualified counsellor per 100
unemployed. Very few European countries

most effective, with Dutch, German and

get close to this criterion, though Switzedand
has adopted this target. Any increased

unemployed. The expansion of vocational
training programmes in a recession has often
been advocated since the costs of naining in
a recession are low in both the public and

targeting of the LTU by the public
emplo)'nent agency may lead to furth€r
growth of private agencies unless the LTU
can be made more attractive to emolovers.

Swedish broadly largeted programmes having
significant positive effects
the

no

on

private sector. However such expansions tend
to lead to a rapid decline in post-training
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placement mtes and the trainees' skills mal,
have oflen been dissipated by the time an

Directjob creation schemes arc usually in
the public sector and provide periods of
emplo),nent, normally six months, for
targeted groups of the unemployed. Their
rationale is usually to increase employability
by providing work experience. The inherent
contradiclion of such programmes is that to
displacement

of

firms or u.orkers to behave in a prescribed
manncr there are going to be secondary
effects which must be cxamined if the net
effects of the policy are to be established. In
the case of subsidies first. therc will be
'deadweight' effects, subsidies paid for hires
which rvould have occurred regardless of the
palments. These effccts may be partially
offset by the squeezing of emplolnent in thc
hidden economy. Second,'displacement'
effects are produced when non-subsidised
finns and workers are harmed by competition
from subsidised ones. Thus for instance,
emplolment subsidies for the LTU may
cause employers to substitute these workers
for on-the-job searchers and the short-term
unemployed. Third, cerlain qpes of
cmplolment subsidy induce employers to
substitute exha workers for extra hours per
existing worker. This change in the desired
combination of workers ald hours substitutes
under-emplol,rnent for unemployment and
has ambiguous effects on efficiency and

the

other r.orkers, the work

experience is of work that would not
normally otherwise be undertaken. Since the
early 1980s these tlpes of schemes have been
either scaled down or targeted solely a1 the

LTU. This reflects the findings of studies,
surveyed in OECD (1993) which indicated
that there was little evidence of signficant
effects on the immediate employnent
prospects of participants.

Job-creation subsidies lor work in the
if appropriately designed and
implemented, appear to have many
advantages over the policies discusscd above,
not least their relative cheapness. Where real

privale sector,

$,ages are sticky in the face of
unemplo''ment, subsidies can directly
incrcase total employment. By their very
nature, marginal job-crcation subsidies

welfare.

One further problem with conventional
employment subsidies targeted at tle LTU is
that they will tend to favour labour-intensive.
low-tech sectors of the economy. This
directly follows from their cheapening of
labour in general, and unskillcd labour in
particular. In addition- subsidies indirectly

concentrate the subsidy on expanding sectors

of the economy. Since only firms that are
exparding employment attract the subsidy,
they may help offset wage rigidities u'hich
constrain sectoral and intra-sectoral
adiustments. Whereas general wage subsidies

may be expropriated by insiders and thus
have little employnent effect, job creation
subsidies cannot be so easily distorted and
may even reduce insider power, especially

training costs are also

1996

time, wage subsidies for unemplol,ed workers
offer the prospects of internalising some of
the budgetary extemalities of unemplol'rnent
benefits.
Whcre financial inducements are given to

economic upturn appcars.

ensure'additionality', prevcnting

l, Part l, March

of the LTU and
thcrefore increase the supply of unskilled
increase the ernployability

labour and further reduce the relative wage

if

of thcse workcrs. The

intemational

of such subsidies means
a furdrer bias in favour of thc low-skill

subsidised.
Additionally, for a given exchange rate they

displacement effect

improve competitiveness and therefore
further aid employment grorth. At the same

low-tech tradable goods and services sectors
of the economy. Overall therefore,

-7-
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conventional subsidies favour the very
sectors which we identified above as being
over-represenled in the EU. Hence if

werc likely to be more distortionary and less
effective in incrcasing the labour intensity of
production as well as being more expensive
to the tax-payer. All of these arguments were
based upon a scenario where the effective
cost of labour to employers was above tle

ernployment is further concentrated in sectors
with low income elasticities of demand then

the substitution effects of conventional
emplolment subsidies may in the

free market level.

later paper

on

value-addedtax Kaldor (1963) introduced the
argument that such a tax could be used to
finance a wage subsidy for the tradable
goods sector where increasing rctums were
assumed to be available- This emphasis is
one which rve wish to resurrcct later in our

medium-term produce off-setting ou$ut
effects.

These arguments also imply

In a

that

conventional wage subsidies may tend to
substihrte greater wage inequality for the
present emplolment inequality- This would
reinforce the processes at work in developed

discussion.

The OECD's Job Study identifiod as a
central weakness of EU economies their high
employers and
social charges
recommended a cut in these payroll taxes.

economies' Iabour markets and indicates the
inportance of identifying how employment
subsidies interact with mininum wage laws
and the social welfare system as a whole.
Before we consider these issues we wish to
examine more systematically how economists
have developed the case for emplolment

on

For many EU economies such a reduction
would be roughly equivalent to Kaldor's
general wage subsidy. Nickell and Bell
(1995) develop a fundamental criticism of
such arguments. They fail to find any
significant statistical relationship between
unit labour costs and payroll tax rates across
OECD countries. In their view this is a
consequence of the taxes ultimately being
borne by employees and since most income
and excise duties are also borne by
employees, attempts to cut across-the-board
employment tax€s are doomed to fail as an
emplolment creafi on exercise,
Kaldor was particula y scathing of the US
slstem of financing social insurance via a
pa1'roll tax. Neafly sixty years later Phelps
(1994) and Drdze and Malinvaud (1994)
develop a similar point, generating the case
for targeied wage subsidies/palroll tax
reductions. Phelps argues that palroll taxes
are a major cause of the rise since the 1960s
of the natural rate of unemployment in

subsidies.

4. Wage subsidy proposals conpared
4.1 General employment subsidie:
Kaldor's (1936) original proposal was argued

from, as he later admitted (1964), a
and followed the

pre-Keynesian stance

adoption of wage subsidies in Germany in
1932. He expanded the earlier arguments of
Pigou, that in the face of 'general' (i.e.

non-frictional) unemploynent at a time of
economic depression, wage subsidies could
increase the labour intensity of production.
Subsidies were more effectivethan wage cuts

in stimulating emplolment (Ke]4res rejected
both) through their effects on aggregate
demand, which enhanced the operation of a
short-run elasticity of real demand for labour
which Kaldor took to be not less than 3,
about ten times greater than current

OECD countries. This rise

impacts
disproportionately on disadvantaged workers,
whosc relative wages are also depressed by

estimates. Graduated and marginal subsidies

-8-
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their social sccurity palrnents and by the
impact of globalisation and skill-biased
technological change. Given this scenario,
Phelps argues for a low-wage emplolment
subsidy, payable to firms on the basis of the
number of low-wage workcrs employed.

subsidies had only a small effect c
demand. since the orice cannot fall

average cost

firms are price-takers. Hence a marginal
emplolrnent subsidy can produce a large
employment effect whilst also improving the
balance of palrnents constraint and in the
short term exerting downward pressure on

the inJlation ratc. To maximisc

between olants.
Whilst general subsidy proponents tend to
emphasise the importance of the substitution
effect, Layard and Nickell emphasise the
output effects of a marginal subsidy in the

tradable goods and serviccs sector. Their
argument is for a small open economy and
their 'beggar thy neighbour' policy would
not only increase the market share of world
trado for a country introducing the subsidy
but also increase the labour intensity of its
exports and reduce that of its imports. This
essentially neo-m€rcartilisVlabour theory of
value proposal was rejected by Whidey and

emplorment

inequaliry has remained a bigger issue than
wage inequality and therefore the emphasis

for

thc

emplol'ment effects, Layard and Nickell
proposed a schcmc of limited life with a
flat-rate subsidy per additional worker, which
declines with tenure. The subsidy was io be
equivalent to one third of average weekly
earnings, payable on a firm, rather than
establishment. basis to avoid iob transfers

The Phelps and Pencavel argurncnts in part
reflect the greater degree of wage inequality
in the US and the recent rapid changes in
wage distribution. Their arguments are also
a reflection of the smaller redistributivc rolc
of taxes and benefits in the US compared to

has been on marginal subsidies

t

of the marginal firm

ano
price elasticityof aggregate domestic demand
is lorv. However, in the hadable goods and
services sectors export sales would expand
rapidlv when marginal costs fall since manl

Stimulation of demand for low-wage workers
is also advocated by Pencavel (1994), who
argues that such a subsidy is in essence an
income maintenance scheme, without many
of the labour supply distodions produced by
traditional benefit slstems. Shce minimum
wage laws and the benefit system prevent
wage flexibility at the bottom of the wage
distribution, Nickell and Bell (199-5) argue
that here payroll taxes are not borne by
workers and therefore culs in these taxes or
job subsidies may stimulate unskilled
emplolment, though also reducing the
incentive for the unskilled to train.

the EU norm. In the EU

l

the

long-term unemploled. This emphasis seems
appropriate given our previous criticisms of

non-narginal subsidies, especially any which
encourage more intensive use of unskilled

Wilson (1983), rvho questioned

labour in production.

the

appropriateness of the assumption that export

4.2 Marginal EmploS+nent Subsidies - The
Layarrl and Nickell Proposal
The arguments developed in Layard and
Nickell (1980) pay particular attention to the
UK macroeconomic environment of the
1970s: chronic inflation and balance of
palments problems. At the macroeconomic

prices respond to lower marginal labour
costs. A later version (Layard, Nickell and
Jackman, l99l) restates the argument in
terms of the Layard and Nickcll NAIRU

level, Layard and Nickell argued that

wage subsidy reducespriccs relative to rvages

modcl. Here

a firm in

rnonopolistic

competition sets prices as a mark-up on
marginal costs. In this situation a marginal

-9-
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increases the feasible real
thal the emoloment level

It follows

consistent with stable inllation increasesThe original Layard-Niokell approach

generated hybrid proposals closer to the
Kaldor-Phelps scheme, Jackman, Layard and
Pissarides (1986) argued that restructuring

existing taxes on jobs could alter the
trade-off between wage and emplo5.ment
levels. Such a policy increases the demand
for labour in low-wage markets at the
expense of reductions in the demand for
higher paid workers and overall can raise
levels of employnent. A self-frnancing
taxlsubsidy system was also suggested where
firms pay a wage-bill tax and receive a fixed
per-worker subsidy. This generales a net
subsidy for low-paid workers producing

supposedly beneficial demand and
To complement the

unskilled jobs as in the US, but without the
US-style risc in poverty. They estimate the
gross cost of this proposal to be around l-5
per cent of EUlz GDP, but their simulated
employment gains indicate no net budgetary
costs. The June 1995 new employment
initiative (CIE) in France was based upon
this argument, though this tlpe of policy will
have litde impact on countries where
employer's social insurance contributions are

zero (Denmark)

or low

(Ireland,

the

Netherlands and the UK)-

Layard, Metcalf and O'Brien (1986)
a further modifrcation aimed

developed

explicitly

at the LTU, similar to

a

conlemporary Swedish scheme. Employers
hiring the long-term unemployed would
receive a flat-rate subsidy for up to a year,

propose to eliminat€ the wedge between the

provided thatnon-subsidised emplolment did
not fall. The proposed subsidy was slightly
less than the average benefit received by the
LTU to generate a net budgeaary saving
before secondary effects were consideredMore recently Layard (1994) argues that
employers should be able to recruit for up to
ten weeks on a hial and return basis, LTU
who would retain their benefits whilst on
job trial. This policy was adopied in the
1994 Budget and the Work Trial scheme is
planned to cov€r 50,000 people a year.
The earliest version of the Layard-Nickell

privatc cost

proposal

supply-side responses.

tax-subsidy changes, employers' National
Insurance contribulions could be made more

progressive. Such a scheme has a close
relationship to tax-based incomes policies
also popular arnongst some economists at this
time , Here a tax on the average wage growth

of a firm would
dcmand

for

also increase the relative
low-paid employees. More

recently, Drize and Malinvaud (1994)
have utilised a similar argument. They

to employers and the real
opportunity cost of hiring unskilled labour in

the EU.

ln

may now seem politically

unacceptableto all but the most Euro-sceptic.

It

Europc thc social insurance

in periods of

also directly conllicts wilh ow earlier
to create 'good' jobs and avoid
increases in the (unskilled) labour-intensity
of production. The emplo).ment advantages
of the subsidy disappear if the exchange rate

high unemployment by exempting employers

appreciates, and their suggeslion that tax cuts

contributions and income taxes can account
for around 40 per cent of employers' labour
costs, and Drdze and Malinvaud argue for the

elimination of this distortion

concern

from social insurance contributions for

can be used to prevent such an appreciation

workers employed at minimum wage levels.

may cause the beneficial effects of the
subsidy on the government's firances to

They argue that this would reduce the
attractiveness of hidden economy
employment and enable Europe

to

disappear.

create

-10-
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4.3 The Snower Proposal
Whilst all of the above schemes recognise the

possibility of increasing fiscal returns,
Snower's (1994a, 1994c) championing of
BTP makes this a central feature, Snower
propounds the benefits of a voucher system
where categories of the uncmployed,
particularly the LTU, are given the
opportunity of using part of their benefits to
subsidise their wage costs to frms who hire
them. The novelty of the proposal is that the
value of the voucher depends positively upon
both unernplolment duration and the training

content

of

employment

poaching reduce

the

since employers do not att€mpt to use the
threat of selective recruitment to undercut
existing workers. Snower argues that tle size
of the voucher should depend inversely on
the size of the deadweight and displacement

the experience of those economiss which
have already experinented with emplolment

combating the training

subsidies.

5.

conshained in the human capital market and

of

the BTP requires a two-tier wage structure.
Insiders are assumed to tolerak the scheme

frn

but declines with

market failures identified abor.e. The
long-term unenployed are often credit
fears

government-sponsored haining schemes.
Like most emplolment subsidy proposals,

concentrating tle vouchers on the long-term
unemployed and restricting payment to firms
who are increasing net emplolment.
Before we reach any
conclusions on
the relative merits of the arguments outlined
above it will be helpful to briefly summarise

of a marginal emplolment subsidy but in

in

1996

effects. These effects are reduced by

tenure in the subsidised employment.
The BTP possesses all of the advantages

addition assists

l, Pcrt I, March

Lessons

from

ettployment subsidy

schemes

training

Given the importance of secondary effects
marginal emplolment subsidies would seem

opportunities offered by potential employers.

Insufficient training may also reflect two

subsid1,. If we
accept the efficiency arguments favouring the

externalities, what Snower (1994b) has called
the 'vacancy supply extemalitj, and the

to be preferable to a blanket

'training supply externality'. The former
arises because the expansion of skilled
emplolment by finns raises the expccied
retums from training for workers, q'hilst the
latter follows fron increases in the number
of skilled workers raising the returns to firms
who are creating additional 'good'jobs. In
both cases private retums fall below social
returns ard too little training is undertaken
and too few 'good' jobs creaied. By
providing a fmancial incentive to employers
the Snower scheme helps to increase
on-the-job training opportunities for the LTU
and hence improve their prospects of
retaining emplol.ment, Since the scheme is
voluntary both employers and employees
have an incentive to produce work-relatod
training, incentives not always generated on

rnarginal employment subsidy then it may
take the form of eilher a job-creating
subsidy, which pays firms on the basis of

additional employees. or a job-preserving
subsidy which induces finns to delay
redundancies. Although job-preserving
subsidies tend to have a low displacement
effect within a national labour market,
job-creating subsidies are generally to be
preferred. We illustrate these conclusions by
selective examples from recent policies.
Crregg (1990) and Emplol'rnent Policy

Institute (1993) provide comprehensive
surveys of the development of active labour
market policies in the UK whilst de Wachter

and Somers (1989) ard OECD

(1993)

provide international suweys.
Job-preserving subsidios present severe
-11-
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policing problems; in general counting new
jobs is much easier than counting jobs not
lost. To illustrate, the first and one of the
largest Special Emplo]T rent Measures in the
UK was the Temporary Employment Subsidy
(TES), a marginal job preservation subsidy
scheme introduced in August 1975. At its
peak it covered about 200,000 workers,
providing employers with a subsidy to defer
redundancies. TES was output-augm€nting

suffered from large deadweighteffects. Raian
(1985) estimated a net job creation ratio of
just 16 per cent for the YWS- The Enterprise
Allowance Scheme (EAS) provided a subsidy
become
ulemployed workers

self-employed. It has since evolved into the
Business Start-Up Scheme. About half of the

EAS ventures survived for at least eighteen

months, Meager (1994) provides

EU. The British

government also
with a subsidy given to the
long-term unemployed themselves, the
Jobsiart Allowance. This was a six month
subsidy for those taking a low-paying job.
experimented

The scheme never attracted more than 7,000

participants at any tims and was rapidly

Temporary Short-Time Working

In summer 1993, following the
arguments of Snower and others, the
Workstart scheme was piloted in four
locations, funding was only f,2.6 million and
it was designed to cover 1,000 unemployed.
The scheme provided subsidies for employers
of the long-term unemployed but contained
no anti-displacement reshictions on take-up.
Early assessments by the Institute for
abandoned.

Compensation Scherre (TSTWCS), a subsidy
aimed at inducing employers to substitute

work sharing for redundancies. TSTWCS
essentially subsidised worker leisure and it
substituted under-employm ent for
unemployment- TSTWCS covered nearly a
million workers at its peak. Meicalf s (1986)

of

an

assessment of this and similar schemes in the

and the strong international displacernent
effect, especially within the EC, led to the
abandonment of TES in 1979 since it was in
contravention of the Treaty of Rone, Deakin
and Pratten (1982) estinated that TES saved
in the short run around 39 per cent net of the
iobs covered. TES was replaced by the

inter-indusfy study

to

for

redundancy raies

Emplolmrent Sludies (1995) suggest that the
scheme was effective in changing employers'
perceptions of the long-term unemployed,
with half claiming that they would not have
recruiied from the LTU without the subsidy.

suggested that TSTWCS delayed rather than

avoided redundancies. Experience indicates

the diffrculty in distinguishing firns and
industries in long-term decline from those
who, given short-term assistance, have a

have

announced a further
expansion of the Workstart pilots, but only
up to a marimum of 5,000 workers and the
scheme appears to have been designed to

been more varied, though on a much smaller

maximise deadweight and displacement

scale, Various marginal job-creation subsidies
have been targeted at young entrants and
small frms. Following a proposal from Alan

with the German

The 1994 Budget

'sound' future. Exaerience also indicates that
governments rarely have the political resolve
to support only the latter.

Job-creation subsidies

in the UK

effects. Britain's approach can be contlasted

governm ent's
l99J
of a f,1.25
announcement in January
billion scheme to pay wage subsidies fot

Walters, the Newffoung Worker Scheme
OrilS) paid employers a subsidy for each
youth employed at a 'realistic'i.e. low wage,
and oovered about 60,000 young workers at

the beginning

of

1986. These

about 180,000 long-term unemployed. This

extension

of a previous

scheme pays

a

subsidy to employers of up to 80o/o of the
wages paid, a much higher rate than has been

schemes

-lz-
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contemplated in Britain. Workstart, only
offers employers 160 per week for six
months and half dnt for a furthcr six

l. Parl l. March 1996

Gcrmany, Spain and Sweden have also
intoduced subsidies for the LTU. The
Danish Job Offer scheme, for example,
provides subsidised jobs of up to nine
months duration for the LTU. In the same
period the Belgian government allowed

mondrs, against a weekly cost to the Treasury
of keeping a worker on benefrts of between
fl50 and t190. Workstart scheme together
with NICs holidays for enployers of the
LTU (beginning in April 1996) and the

benefrt claimants who found part-tirnejobs to
retain some of their benefrts to top-up their

reduction in NICs employers' contributions
for the lowest paid workers which were also
announced in the 1994 Budget will all tend

eamings. Essentially this was a subsidy for
part-time workers and their employers; a

to lower wage rates at the bottom of the
labour market, widening furfier the wage

and France have specifically

distribution.
A marginal job-creating subsidy must be
designed so that higher labour turnover is not
rewarded, only net recruiturent should be
subsidised with displacementand deadweight
effects minimised. Since 1984 Sweden has

sector, arguing that such policies have a
particularly large displacement eff€ct on

offered

a hiring bonus to

similar scheme operates in Norway. Denmark
targeted
employment. subsidies at tie home services

'hidden economy' emplolment.

More

detailed explanations ofthese schemos can be
found in European Commission (1995) who
also identify the high deadweight and
displacement effects
these subsidies,
not
especiallywhen
targeted at disadvantaged
groups. For example, recruitrnent subsidies in
the Netherlands had displacement and
deadweight effects of the order of 70-90 per

of

employers of

unemployed workers of at least six months
duration. The bonus was substantial, up to 60

per cent of wages for six months. Early
subsidy schemes in Australia and Ireland had
deadweight effects of up to two-thirds and a
Dutch voucher scheme had a three-quarters
displacernent effect.
Norway. wage
subsidies up to 50 per cent are available for
employers of the LTU and those at risk of so
becoming, such as young and older workers.

cent of the jobs supported. On the other
hand, evaluations of the Danish Job Offer
scheme found that around 40 per cent of
participants are in work a year after finishing
the scheme, half of these with different
employers dran those they were initially

In

Previous experience was that Norwegian
employers were hiring only for the length of

placed with.

In Italy the reluctance of the govemment
pemran€nt nature of
employment contracts induced a massive
expansion of subsidised 'temporary' lay-offs
in the mid-eighties. The long duration of
these spells and the low search activity of
workers on this scheme led to various policy

to modify dle

subsidy and the scheme has been modified to

try to restrict subsidies to pernanent jobs.
Similar problems occurred in Finland where
employers often screened out non-subsidised
applicants.
The athactiveness of a scheme to the fiscal
authorities will depend upon the duration of

experiments, including marginal employment
subsifies- Subsidies of up to two thirds of
annual labour costs were available to
employers. Felli and Ichino (1988) concluded
that the effects
the policy were to
sisnificantlv reduce tle duration of those on

the subsidy and regulations

covering
eligibility. Belgium in the 1980s introduced
a scheme whereby the very long-term
unemployed were placed into permanently
subsidised jobs; Denmark, Finland, France,

of

-lJ-
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to the unemploy€d.
Other studies have suggested that the reason
may be the stigma attached to such a voucher
which often leads to its conceahnent from
potential employers. Decker ( I 994) compares

the lay-off subsidy by around half, though
the displacement effects on non-subsidised
workers was not modelled.
Australia has experimented with several
emplolment subsidies in the 1990s, aimed at
ourrent and potential LTU. Sloan (1993)

assigning that bonus

the Illinois eq)eriment with one in New
Jeney, where the bonus offered to benefit

reports displacement and deadweight effects
of up to 85 p€r cent, thes€ secondary effects
were especially large when subsidies were

paid on

a

claimants declined over time. He concluded
that a constant bonus was mofe effective at
reducing the number of benefit claimants.
The small scale of this experim€nt, together
with the small one-off bonuses payable,

r€cruitm€nt rather than an

additional employnent basis. Young people
who have been unemployed for over a year
are eligible for six months vocational taining
and a lob start' card on completion of their
training. This card allows employers to
receive a wage subsidy for up to six months
of up to the equivalent of f,115 per week
depending upon the age and unemploynent
duration of the person hired. The OECD

(1994a) reports

a high

caution against too much shess on th€ results
of these interesting experiments,

The popularity of targeting subsidies on
the LTU is not limited to those counffies
where unemplolment benefits are of fixed
duration, Such targeting produces several
advantages which are important io examire.
As discussed previously, in the UK the
probabilif of males leaving urremplo1ment
declinos rapllly as the duration of
unemplol,nrent increases. Unenployment
hysteresis effects derive from this, since the
LTU are not part of the effective labour
supply and they play no role in reducing

retention raie in

€mplolment after the subsidy terminates. The
Australian Govemnent announced in May
7994 a t3.25 billion e>.pansion of subsifies
for all long-term unemployed, employers
receiving an additional bonus if they retain
the recruit for a year.
In the United States the New Jobs Tax
Credit was introduced in 1977 and provided
a tax credit to firms who hired additional
workers. The scheme was biased towards
low-paid employees, being payable only up

inflationary pressures. Hence where subsidies
for the long-ierm unemployed oaus€ a more
even incidence of unemplolment duration,

this'churning' or'queue-shuffling' increases
the effective labour supply which produces
the normal market adjusbnent of lower wage
pressure and a lower NAIRU. In contrast
Calmfors and Forslund (1991), assessing

to a wage limit, and in 1979 was re-targeted

at

high-unemployment

risk

groups.

Assessments suggest that the NJTC had a
large emplolrnent effect, but that the revised

Swedish experience, found that non-targeted
wage subsidies weakened wage noderation,

targeted scheme was less successful in
stimulating emplolment prospects for the
disadvantaged groups (Havenan and Saks,
1985). Woodbury and Spiegelman (1987)
report the results of an Illinois emplolment
subsidy experiment. They concluded that
offering the unemployed a chance of
assigaing a hiring bonus to potential
expenditure on unemplo;ment benefits than

presurnably since they lower the
unemployment costs of displaced workers.
Targeting the subsidy on a duration basis

also creates an additional built-in-stabiliser

for

governments since unemployment

duration tends

to vary more than

unemplolment inllow over the cycle. Sloan
(1993) argues that targeting the subsidies on
-14-
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the LTU offsets employers' higher screening
costs for such applicants and therefore can
reduce statistical fiscrimination against these
applicants. A social extemalities rationale for
targeting disadvantaged workers is provided

by

Phelps (1994). His argument utilises
equity considerations and also cites benefit
externalities together with the harmful

on

unemplol,'rnent rates, though Forslund and
Krueger (1994) reran the dala for the 1990s
and found that the ALMPs variable had lost
its significance and changed its sign. Their

explanation being

the growth

of

unemploJment in Scandinavia where ALMPs
expenditure has been traditionally high.
Tine-series studies have concentrated upon
Swedish oraerience, Calrfors and Skedinger
(1995) concluding that the evidence for large

favourable e plolm€nt effects is weak,
though training prograrnm€s appear to
out-perform subsidies, Data limitations,
particularly the diversity of subsidy schemes
and their short shelf-live, also prevent firm
conclusions being drawn from micro shrdies
of the schemes outlined above. We should
not be too concerned by our inabili[. to

reach firm conclusions about

difficult to identify in small scale

1996

schemes

targeted on the LTU.
6, Assessrneht

Most discussion and evaluations of wage
subsidies adopt a static framework, primarily
analysing their substitution effects on
employ'rnent. We prefer an approach which

community effects of LTU, especially those
conceming crime and alienationIn recent years there have been several
attempts to assess the relative effectiveness of
emplolment subsidies at the macro level. In
principle, studies at this level allow the full
effect of such schemes on labour market
behaviour, including that of non-participants,
to be incorporated into evaluations. Layard,
Nickell and Jackman (1991) analysing
crcss-sectional data for OECD countries
found that active labour market policies

(ALMPs) had favourable effects

l. March

also shesses short and medium-term output
effects and recognises 1hs importance of

policy objectives additional to that of
achieving short-term reductions in the stock

of

unemployment. Gven the current EU

labour-market problems identified earlier and
the lessons to be learnt from previous policy
experience, we frnd both the Kaldor-Phelps

and the Snower proposals attractive. The
former Lackles thc issue of increasing wage
and emploJment inequality whilst the latter
also addresses the issue of long-term
intemational competitiveness. A concem with
the fomrer is its impact upon productivity
growth whilst the latter offers litde for those
LTU unable or unwilling, due to age for
example, to enter employm.ent which is
trahing intensive.
We favour an amalgamation of the two
approaches: a straight job-croafion wage
subsidy to promote more labour-intensive
production in the non-tradabie goods and
services sector and a wage/training subsidy
for the tradable sector. Figure 2 provides a
taxonomy of this proposal. The proposal
presupposes mass unenployment and initially
lirnits subsidies to the long-term unernployed.
Subsidising labour in the non-tradable sector
will increase output in this sector as well as
increasing the labour intensity of production.
Ceteris paribus, as long as the additional
emplolment has a net positive productivity

the

this must be socially beneficial even in a
static framework- The limited size of the
subsidy payable to the employer together

effectiveness of subsidy schemes. We would
expect poorly targeted subsidies to have
small net employment effects and the macro
consequences of 'churning' effects will be

with the self-fmancing aspects of the BTP to
-15-
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Figure 2:

Tradable goods and
services sector

A Taxonomy of Proposed Wage Subsidies

Long-t erm unemp layed s e e bing
employnenl wilh training

Long-term unemplayed
s e e kin g dire cl emplowenl

Wage/training subsidy available

No subsidy available

Permanent scheme with
eligibility on a duration basis
which declines as
unemplolment decreases

No subsidy available
Non-tradab le goods
ond services

Wage subsidy available
Fixed-duration scheme,
subsidy available to an
individual on a long-term
basis

the Treasury, may cause a concentration of
ernplolment croation in the public sector.
Administering this component of the scheme
through local govemment and./or local

be available where
significant training is provided. This
requirement generates the additional

training councils may increase the sensitivity
of the subsidy to the local inlluences which
has been beneficial in other countries (Grubb,

subsidies should only

advantage, discussed earlier,

of

reducing

the

insider power since employer's costs of
hiring entants is reduced. Both theoretical
and empirical arguments indicate that
particularly generous funding should be
available for these marginal job-creation
subsidies for the private seotor. Snower

non-tradable goods and services sector at the
prcsent tine. However, in the tradable goods

(1994b) has argued that the training market
failures may cause sectors to be locked into

sector our previous arguments imply that
replicating the sarne wage subsidy would be
counter-productive in the medium-term.
Straight wage subsidies produce both output

a low-skill, bad-job sable equilibrium, and
large subsidies may be required to shift the

1994).

Given mass unemplolrnent, productivity

growth should not be an issue

in

sector toward

a

high-skill,

good-job

equilibrium, In addition for the UK,
empirical work suggests that factor prices
inlluence the demand for labour largely
through competitiveness (Barrell, Pain and

and substihtion effects, the latter would
provide a competitive boost to the nost
labour-intensive plants and firms in any
sector and impede the movemert towards
more technologically sophisticated
production. These dynamic considerations,
together with the tuaining-market failures
discussed eatlier, dictate that in this sector

Young, 1994).

In fhe long run if LTU disappears, we
would argue for the retention of the
wage/naining subsidy but gradually increase
eligibility by extending the scheme to those

-16-
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entering unemployment with low
duration-independent escape rates, that is the
future LTU. Such targeting reflects the

findings of the most recent empirical work
on duration dependence. Whilst most panel

data studies find negative
dependence,

duration

the survey be Pedersen

and

Westergird-Nielsen (1993) concludes that no
duration dependence is a common result in
those studies which attempt to adjust for

unobserved sample heterogeneity. At the
same time no new subsidies would be
provided for emplolment in the non-tradable
sector. To the extent that this polic;' mix,
together with the lower tax burden on the
tradable goods sector made possible by BTP,
was successful at creating more 'good'jobs
in the tradable goods sector lhen the growing
wage differentials bet\a€en the sectors would
encourage a further re-allocation towards the
tradable goods sector. Ultimately wage
differentials between the sectors may be
restored without producing non-sustainable
trade and/or chronic budgetary imbalances.
ln some ways our proposal is a return to
the crude Bacon and Eltis (1978) dichotomy.
However, our argument does not require a

tight labour market and relies upon

a

tradable/non-tradable divide rather than the

more problematic, especially given the
grorth of market-testing and compulsory
competitive tendering in the public sector,
marketable/non-marketable distinction. Our
proposals encourage firms in the tradable
goods sector to adopt more skill-intensive
methods of production, extending their

flexible manufacturing practices

and

exploiting economies of scope. This process

should increase the income elasticity of
dernand for exports whilst reducing the
incorne elasticity of demand for imports and
the balance of payrnents equilibrium growth
rate should therefore increase. We therefore
reject the argument of Glyn and Rou'thorn

I, Part l, March 1996

(1994) tlrat a Snower t'?e wage subsidy is
bound to worsen the balance of payrents.
Their conclusion relied upon an assumption

that

aggregate dornestic consumption
expenditure would increase significantly in
the case of a subsidy, this need not occur
when the subsidy is financed from reduced
unemplol'nent benefits, Their conclusion that
a wage subsidy is inferior to an expansion of

public exaenditure programmes as

an

anti-unemplolment policy appears untenable
when the favourable long-run output effects
of the subsidy are included.
Whilst 'beggar thy neighbour' objections
are still pertinent, the advantages of BTP
schemes within most tieoretical franeworks
is tha! for a given money supply, they lower

the prices of traded goods and

services

without raising wodd interest rates. Hence in
aggregate they must produce a positive net
output effect in the global economy. Our
review of schemes above suggests the more
highly targeted the subsidy the greater the
potential benefits, though increased targeting

raises the administration and monitoring
costs. Adnett and Dawson (1995) provide a
fuller presentation of the proposed scheme
and detailed suggestions for irnplementation
in a UK context. Adrninistration costs may
be reduced if a public secior/private sector
distinction is substituted for our favoured
tradable/non-tradable divide. Whilst allowing
the subsidy to be split between different
employers would help to increase take-up in

the

present emplotment environmenl.

Providing gencrous subsidies to firms only
when they pay above some specified 'root'
wage would help to ensure that take-up is not

limited to the lowest-paying,

most
labour-iniensive sectors of the economy. The

latier is our main objection io the Juppd
governrnent's f,l,8 billion' emplolment
hitiative (CIE) which has the effect of
reducing employer's labour costs by 40 per

N Adnell and A Dqwson

cent

for LTU hired at the minimum
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Economics i! currently a male dominated
subject in terms

ofwho

studies economics,

who teaches economacr and who is rcgarded
as an economist.
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ECONOMICS OF
DIVERSITY:
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